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This FAQ is designed to help wheel builders find the right spoke lengths to use with Shimano-
manufactured hubs. 
 
Know what data your spoke calculator wants from you! 
 
Some calculators use axle center-to-flange dimensions, while others use axle end-to-flange. It's 
up to you to know what data your calculator expects from you. 
 
J-bend hub terminology 
 
Spoke count: Traditional J-bend hubs 
made by Shimano have an equal number of 
spokes for drive side and non-drive side 
flanges. 
 
Spoke hole diameter: Spoke hole 
diameters are not uniform across the 
product line. We recommend you select a 
wire gauge at the spoke head that most 
closely matches that hub. 
 
Number of crosses: On a radially-laced 
wheel, no spoke paths cross on the same 
flange. If you extend an imaginary line for a 
given spoke 180 degrees in the opposite 
direction, that virtual spoke path will cross 
the center of the hub axle. All the spokes 
radiate away from the center of the hub 
axle. 
 
Tangential lacing: Flanges must be 
tangentially laced when a hub flange 
transmits torque to the rim from pedaling 
forces or hub braking forces. 
 
1x lacing means that a "pulling" spoke will 
cross paths with one neighboring "pushing" 
spoke. In 2x lacing, a pulling spoke will 
cross paths with two neighboring pushing 
spokes, and so on through 3x and 4x lacing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Pulling spokes:  On tangentially-laced 
wheels, half the spokes on one flange are 
"pulling spokes." As the bike rolls forward, 
the pulling spokes are the ones where the 
spoke head leads or “pulls” its nipple in the 
direction of wheel rotation. 
 
Pushing spokes:  On a bike rolling forward, 
pushing spokes are the ones where the 
spoke head follows or "pushes" its nipple in 
the direction of wheel rotation.  
 
Pitch circle diameter (P.C.D.) is a virtual 
circle drawn around the centers of all the 
spoke holes on the same flange. Drive side 
and non-drive side P.C.D.'s often differ. 
 
Flange diameter: Is the total outside 
diameter (OD) of each flange. This is not 
what spoke calculators want. 
 
Flange Offset: Shimano measures flange 
offset from the center of the axle, not from 
the end of the axle. Many spoke calculators 
expect you to enter the distance from the 
end of the axle to the hub flange. This is a 
two-stage process. 
  

Calculating Spoke Lengths Using Shimano Hub Data 
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Traditional J-bend hub dimension data: 
 
Where is this info? 
Specification Handbook on si.shimano.com 
 
To calculate axle center-to-flange 
dimensions using the dimensions Shimano 
provides: 
 
Divide the flange distance "B" by 2. 
 
On rim brake front hubs: When flanges are 
symmetrical, there is zero flange offset. 
Center-to-flange dimension is equal to half 
the flange distance. (Dimension "B" / 2) 
 
Rear freehub non-drive side:  The rear non-
drive flange sits further from the axle center, 
so add the offset dimension "C" to half the 
flange distance (B/2) plus C 
 
Rear freehub drive side:  The rear drive 
flange sits closer to the axle center, so 
subtract the offset dimension from half the 
flange distance. (B/2)minus C 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front hubs with a disc / roller clutch brake 
mount on the non drive side: calculate the 
oppose of rear hubs. The brake-side flange 
sits closer to the axle center, so calculate 
the opposite of rear freehubs. (B/2) minus C 
 
 
 
 
To calculate axle-end-to-flange 
dimensions:  
 
Divide the axle's over locknut dimension 
(O.L.D.) by 2. (OLD/2) 
 
Subtract the center-to-flange dimension 
from half the O.L.D.  

https://productinfo.shimano.com/specifications.html
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How Shimano measures straight pull hub dimensions 
 
 
Spoke count: Verify the number of spoke 
holes before calculating spoke lengths. On 
rear freehubs, the drive side flange may or 
may not have a different number of spoke 
holes than the non-drive side.  
 
Number of crosses: The way Shimano 
defines spoke crossings on straight pull 
hubs is different from traditional hubs.   
 
Straight pull spokes may not interlace over 
and under each other as on traditional hubs, 
but the spoke paths cross nonetheless. 
Shimano counts the spoke path crossing at 
the hub flange. So what Shimano calls a 3x 
straight-pull lacing, others may call 2x.  
 
Pitch circle diameter (P.C.D.) Use PCD to 
calculate spoke length, not flange diameter. 
 
Spoke head offset:  Nail head spokes seat 
against a beveled stop inside the flange with 
a concave washer in between.  
 
Spoke head offset numbers already 
include the thickness of the spherical 
washer.  Do not add additional spoke 
length to account for the spherical washer. 

 
 
Consult the chart (see below) for that 
model, and do not assume all four sets of 
holes have the same offset. From non-drive 
side to drive side, the holes are referenced 
as: 
 
Left Flange Left (Vll) for non-drive pushing 
spokes.  
 
Left Flange Right (Vlr) for non-drive pulling 
spokes 
 
Right Flange Left (Vrl) for drive side pulling 
spokes 
 
Right Flange Right (Vrr) for drive side 
pushing spokes. 
 
Effective Rim Diameter (ERD): Shimano 
specifies a range of rim diameters. The hub 
can not accommodate spoke angles 
required for rims outside this range. 
 
Rim Offset: Take note of the rim offset 
range, for similar reasons as ERD range. 
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Hub dimensions for MICROSPLINE 12 Speed Straight Pull Hubs

 
 
 
Calculating spoke lengths 
Some calculators have limited support for 
straight-pull hubs because measurement 
and calculations methods vary. 
 
1. Use a calculator specifically for straight 
pull hubs like the one at wheelpro.co.uk 
 
A calculator for J bend spokes will not work.  
 
2. Set the number of spoke crossings to "2 " 
when using wheelpro.co.uk 
 
3. Run two passes through this calculator. 
 
For the first pass, calculate the pulling 
spokes on both flanges.  
 
For the second pass, calculate the pushing 
spokes on both flanges. 

https://www.wheelpro.co.uk/spokecalc/

